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wassup man... here is the same question. sorry for asking, but I can't figure it
out. I have every landing-light like I have the rest of my lights on the yoke.

When I go to "Advanced Config" and select the light, I get a yellow box and the
box is empty. Underneath that are all the lights (seen in the picture), but they

all don't light up. Am I missing something? I've been using Shockwave 3d lights
for about a year. They're so much better than the stock lights, but the problem I

have with them is that at night their don't really reflect what's going on, I
couldn't tell if I was at night or a sunrise when I turned on the lights. I'd love to
be able to get something that does offer the same lighting options as stock but
with the added feature of reflecting the lights as it changes throughout the day.
I've been testing all of the new AlphaPlats and they're all good, but not what I'm
after. Can anyone suggest a solution that would work well with the shockwave
3d lights for night reflections? Thanks I've been using Shockwave 3D Lights for
about a year. They're so much better than the stock lights, but the problem I
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couldn't tell if I was at night or a sunrise when I turned on the lights. I'd love to
be able to get something that does offer the same lighting options as stock but
with the added feature of reflecting the lights as it changes throughout the day.
I've been testing all of the new AlphaPlats and they're all good, but not what I'm
after. Can anyone suggest a solution that would work well with the shockwave

3d lights for night reflections? Thanks
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hello, the lights work fine in the uni, but i tried to install the correct lights to the
aircraft, but i don't see my own lighting device in the cockpit. my system is

windows xp and my model is "mc 152s",with a lot of aircraft and scenery from
microlins (specially the "airlines of europe"), and everything else is fine. file

description:version 3 - improved light replacement! now with support for the hd
- rtx package! this is a macro to be used with freeware notepad++ to

streamline the installation of your previously installed payware a2a shockwave
3d lights redux into any of your compatible aircraft. you simply open the

aircraft.cfg of your chosen aircraft, and do a single mouse click to install! this
will save you hours and hours of repetitive typing. i have tested this on my

entire aircraft folder and also all aircraft of just flight traffic 360 and ultimate
traffic live! i also have included information for a deluxe macro that will cleanup
and sort all aircraft.cfg's of your entire aircraft hanger. i incorrectly thought that
you would never want to replace the lights from the original fx. i have created a
new "redux" light replacement package for you that updates the flight and hud

packages, and overwrites all the aircraft.cfg's of all the a2a planes. file
description:version 4 - improved light replacement! now with support for the
free - xpack package! this is a macro to be used with freeware notepad++ to

streamline the installation of your previously installed payware a2a shockwave
3d lights redux into any of your compatible aircraft. you simply open the

aircraft.cfg of your chosen aircraft, and do a single mouse click to install! this
will save you hours and hours of repetitive typing. i have tested this on my

entire aircraft folder and also all aircraft of just flight traffic 360 and ultimate
traffic live! i also have included information for a deluxe macro that will cleanup

and sort all aircraft.cfg's of your entire aircraft hanger. i use this package to
replace all the lights, strobes, and hud's and some other stuff with a much nicer
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